SINGING SKIES AND DANCING WATERS

D - Ds D - Ds Em Em A7s
SO MANY YEARS AGO I CAN'T REMEMBER NOW SOMEONE WAS WAITING FOR ME
D - Ds D - Ds Em Em
I HAD THE ANSWERS TO ALL OF MY QUESTIONS LOVE WAS SO EASY TO SEE
A7s D - Ds, D - Ds D - Ds D - Ds
I DIDN'T KNOW WHEN I WAS YOUNGER I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN BETTER
Em Em A7s
I THOUGHT THAT NOTHING WAS NEW.
D - Ds D - Ds
THROUGH ALL THE SPACES IN ALL OF THE CHANGES
Em Em A7s D D A7
THE ONE I LOST SIGHT OF WAS YOU I DIDN'T KNOW I DIDN'T KNOW
A7 G - D Bm - F#m
I COULD SEE YOU IN SINGING SKIES AND DANCING WATERS
G - D F#m - G Em - D Bm - F#m
LAUGHING CHILDREN GROWING OLD AND IN THE HEART AND IN THE SPIRIT
G - D A - G G G
AND IN THE TRUTH WHEN IT IS TOLD
D - Ds D - Ds Em Em
MY LIFE BECAME SHADY AND I GREW AFRAID AND I NEEDED TO FIND MY WAY HOME
A7s D - Ds D - Ds
I JUST COULDN'T SEE YOU THE THOUGHT THAT I'D LOST YOU
Em Em A7s D D
I NEVER FELT SO MUCH ALONE. ARE YOU STILL WITH ME?
D - Ds D - Ds
SOMEHOW IN REASON I LOST SIGHT OF SEASONS
Em Em A7s
TIDES ROLLIN' OUT ROLLIN' IN
D - Ds D - Ds
SOMETIMES IN EVENIN' WHEN DAYLIGHT WAS LEAVIN'
Em Em A7s
I THOUGHT I'D NEVER SEE YOU AGAIN ARE YOU STILL WITH ME?
D - A7
ARE YOU STILL WITH ME?
A7 G - D Bm - F#m
I'M WITH YOU IN SINGING SKIES AND DANCING WATERS
G - D F#m - G Em - D Bm - F#m
LAUGHING CHILDREN GROWING OLD AND IN THE HEART AND IN THE SPIRIT
G - D A - G G G
AND IN THE TRUTH WHEN IT IS TOLD
D - Ds, D - Ds, Em, Em - A7s, D - Ds
(hum)
IF MY FAITH SHOULD FALTER
D - Ds Em Em - A7s
AND I SHOULD FORSAKE YOU AND FIND MYSELF TURNING AWAY
D - D A7 A7
WILL YOU STILL BE THERE? WILL YOU STILL BE THERE?
A7 G - D Bm - F#m
I'LL BE THERE IN SINGING SKIES AND DANCING WATERS
G - D F#m - G Em - D Bm - F#m
LAUGHING CHILDREN GROWING OLD AND IN THE HEART AND IN THE SPIRIT
G - D A - G G G
AND IN THE TRUTH WHEN IT IS TOLD
D - Ds, D - Ds, D - Ds, D